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Police close
shooting case

November 21, 2008
Volume 103, Issue 64
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Shop where
rivalry and
spirit rule
The Buckeye &

Campus police have no new
details on alleged gunshot

Wolverine Shop not
only sells attire for OSU
and Univ. Michigan, but
also a measure of fan
spirit | Page 3

By Ryan Sullivan

James
Wiegand
Chief of Bowling
Green State
UniversityPolice

e Edito-

MoveOn.org
needs to move
on already

University police have called
it case closed for an alleged
campus shooting from two
weeks ago.
Officials still aren't certain
what exactly happened in lot
12 early on the morning of Nov,
7. an incident which prompted
officials to activate the emergency AlertBG text message
system to advise students, faculty and staff of a gunshot.
But a lack of new Information in the last two weeks has
psentially brought the inves
;ation to a stand still, said
lavid Kielnieyer. senior director of communications for the
University.
The easel has heen moved
to the inactive file,'' he said.
| At approximately 6:30 a.m.,
an officer patrolling the area
around Lot 12 heard what he
Relieved was the sound of a
gunshot l.t. David Wccklev
id. Bin police never found
3 gun. bullet or any other evidence to show a shot had actuallvbeen tired.

Guest columnist
Gary Cirelli has found
MoveOn.org's
constant campaigning
for Obama has led to a
tarnished reputation
| Page 4

The scars
of the past
remain
On
a trip to Berlin,
Alison Kemp
took a tour of
sites important
to Hitler and the
Third Reich
| Page 4

Taking the
meat out of a
family holiday

The fact it's November and the Falcons
are playing Buffalo tonight must mean
it's big game time in the Mid-American
t onlerrnce.
Oh, and the l-alcons" MAC East division title hope* are also on the line.
"We're incredibly grateful to be back
in tliis position knowing that we let
some golden opportunities slip by earlier in the season." senior linebacker
inhn I timeline said.

Thanksgiving is a
holiday based around
turkey, but student's
who are vegetarian
must find alternate
options | Page 8

007 is back
in black

See EXCITED | Page 2

James Bond is back

Spur of the moment
group makes laughs
The Falcon football team
(and their fans) put on the home
uniform for tonight's game

By Michelle Bosserman

Reporter

KEYS TO THE GAME: WHAT DO THE FALCONS NEED TODO TO WIN AT HOME?

and film critic Aaron
Helfferich gives a rave
review of Bond's new
film I Page 8

Complete this
sentence: The OSU vs.
Michigan rivalry is more
heated than...

SAMANTHA

MCCAULEY.
Sophomore. Marketing

I

"...a sunny-side up egg
on a hot summer day."
| Page 4

TODAY
Partly Sunny
High: 85, Low: 54

i

TOMORROW
Partly Sunny
High: 85, Low: 54

k

FIRE UP THE CROWD

PROTECT THE BALL

CONTAIN UBS OFFENSE

WEATHER THE COLD

Having an excited
home crowd lends
energy to the team

Buffalo has

UB s offense averages
10.1 pts/game and has
scored 39 TDs

The forecast calls for

forced 22 turnovers
this season

temperatures in the
20s and possible snow

Holly-Days spruces up
downtown this weekend
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

This weekend in Bowling Green
bars, bad dancing and booze
will be sharing the spotlight with
music, sales and Santa.
Bowling Green's annual downtown Holly-Days event will be
held today, tomorrow, and
Sunday. Holly-Days will start at
6:30 p.m. this evening with horse
drawn wagon rides followed by
a community tree lighting at 7
p.m. Both events will be held in
front of the Wood County District
Public Library.
There will be events all
throughout the weekend, including performances by local choir
and orchestra groups, craft workshops, a movie showing and an
audience participation civil war
program. Many of the downtown
stores and shops will also be holding special sales and promotions
in honor of Holly-Days.
"It's just sort of a festive way to
kick off the holiday season for the
merchants,1' said Barbara Ruland,
executive director of Main Street
Bowling Green. "It's an opportunity for people to get out and have

"IFindingabulletl would have
been like finding a needle in
a haystack," University Police
( hiel lames Wiegand said.
If there was in fact a gun,
nobody saw which direction
II was fired, making it very
difficult to determine where
the bullet may have traveled,
Weigand said, adding ii could
have gone hundreds or thousands of feel away,
University police have
declared the case inactive
because nobody has come
forth with additional information related lo the incident,
Weigand said.
A University Student was
detained and charged with
drug possession stemming
from the incident. I he student's name is being withheld
by campus police foi the student's safety.

"It's just sort of
a festive way to kick
off the holiday season
for the merchants."
Barbara Ruland | Executive

ENOCH WU
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PRACTICING THE CRAFT: Actors from
Bad Genetics, a long-form improv group,

a good family time together."
Amy Craft Ahrens, owner
of For Keeps in downtown
Bowling Green, said the event
is great for simply showing
people downtown.
"Any downtown is the center for
any community," Craft Ahrens
said. "If you don't have a vibrant
downtown, you just become a
suburb of whatever the next biggest town is."
A lot of people don't know what
Bowling Green has available,
Craft Ahrens said, and Holly-Days
is a great way to show them.
"It's a wonderful chance for people who maybe don't know what
all Bowling Green has to offer to
check it out," Craft Ahrens said.
See HOLLY-DAYS | Page 2

rehearse though a three act performance

Where could someone see
a whale bribed with a Bruce
Springsteen concert ticket or
a blind woman with a talking
dogTAnythingcanbecreatedon
the fly in the University-based
improv club Bad Genetics.
Bad Genetics is a comedy
club that performs long improv
skits and produces short films.
At shows, they take suggestions
from the audience and act out a
three act series of scenes.
At a recent rehearsal, the
scene went from normal to
chaotic, lor the first act, "park"
was the chosen location, and
the classroom was instantly
transformed into the setting as
the actors chose different characters to portray. Freshman
Samantha Novak chose to be
a blind woman, who eventually
was tricked into thinking she
owned a talking dog. Director
lared Miller became a drunk
bum lying at the bottom of a
park bench after losing his job.
"Bach actor improvises different characters and sellings
to connect in some way to
the other actors," Miller said.
"Communication skills are very
important.''
Along with the skits, Bad
Genetics also creates video
shorts. Fach short film is
about two to seven minutes
long. A group of writers cre-

ate a script, usually something
they are inspired by in practice, shoot the script, then edit
and place on their Youtuhe
Web site, yniiiube.com/badgcnetics. Right now they have
eight short films finished and
six more in the works.
In the second act of the skit in
practice, a cult was formed and
their mission u.is to give everyone boners. I he cull members
were unaware of the purpose
of the master plan, but it was
impossible not to laugh at even
the sheer absurdity ol ii.
Bad Genetics is "related" to
the on-cainpus improv club
Plastic Shatnei s. w hich involves
short improv similar lo the television show "Whose I ine is il
Anyway?" Both groups were
created 10 years ago.
Senior I'at Mahood. director
of Plastic Shatners. said there
was always iwo improv teams

and before each team was given
a permanent name, it was tradition each year to choose a
different name.
"The permanent names now
serve lo give more identity for
each team," Mahood said. "If
more people recognize the
name, more people will come
to the shows."
knowing how to do improv
can be an important skill. Bad
Genetics holds workshops for
IMPROV

s2

A safe place for students to be themselves
Coming out support group lends understanding to LGBT community
By Nicole Krohn

Reporter
Coming out for the first time can
be a terrifying experience for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (If.BT) people. But for the
past two years the University has
offered a coming out support
group for anyone on campus
who wants to start the process.
Every Wednesday from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m. the group meets in
107 llanna Hall. The meetings

are open to any student who
wishes to come.
The group provides support and advice for anyone at
any level of their coming out
experience.
"Coming out is not a one time
deal," co-ficilitatorof the support
group Annie Russell said. "It is a
iifelong process and is different
for everyone depending on who
they want to come out to and
where they are in the process."
The meetings consist of a

small group of students, numbering between seven and eight,
who are struggling to come out.
"Hie group's experiences guide
the discussions," Russell said.
"We talk about Ihings they are
dealing with and want to know

about
Some of the main topic areas
(he support group discusses in
relation to coming out is religion.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See SUPPORT | Page 2
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 19
818 A.M.
Sandra Baker, 31. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for passing bad checks
to Bowling Green Pedialric Dental.

9:05 AM
Complainant reported an Apple
computer worth $1,500 was stolen
from the Enclave II Clubhouse.

Man arrested for
threatening wife

his wife before pushing her down on the
couch and getting on top of her, police

The city police arrested and charged
a man with aggravated burglary and
abduction after he broke into his wifes
residence on Fairview Avenue and
proceeded to choke her Wednesday
morning.

According to Thomason's wife, she
began screaming before he put his
hands over her mouth and started choking her After telling him she needed
to get their daughter up for school,
Thomason let go of her neck, and the
two proceeded to walk up the stairs
together.

said.

According to police. Waylon
Thomason. 29. of Rudolph. Ohio, arrived
at his wifes apartment Tuesday night
while she had company in her home. She
refused to let him enter, and Thomason
proceeded to push her and leave

5:03 P.M.
Complainants reported $80 in cash,
an iPod and a class ring were stolen
from an apartment on Campbell Hill
Road.

After Thomason tripped on the
stairs, his wife said she ran out of the
apartment in order to call the police.
Thomason ran from the apartment after
police arrived

Police reported Thomason then
returned to the apartment early
Wednesday morning and entered
after removing a screen from the front
window After yelling that she was
disrespecting him. he proceeded to slap

11:40P.M.
William Fleming. 30. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container
of alcohol after he was observed
sitting in the passenger seat of a
vehicle on North Church Street with
a container of Busch Light Beer.

a lot different than last year's. At makers have five fumble recoverthis point last season, the Falcons ies, four sacks and three interwere 6-4 overall and 4-2 in confer- ceptions. TheFalconshave stayed
From Page 1
ence and the talk was centered away from turnovers of late and
To get back to its current posi- more around a bowl bid than a can not go back to their early season ways if they expect to win.
tion, BG started journeying on MAC East championship.
"Our possessions have to count,"
However, there is good news for
Nov. 1, when a four-game winBrandon said. "We have to finish
ning streak would be the easiest this year's Falcons.
The team is coming off a bye drives and get points."
way to win the East, by defeating
While the entire team needs
week, which allowed them to gel
Kent State 45-30.
Following a 28-3 win over Ohio healthy and make extra prepara- to help in finish drives on both
offense and defense, for 17 seniors,
two weeks ago. the Falcons are tions for the game.
Part of those preparations this is their last chance to help BG
halfway to the goal at hand, and
Gregg Brandon and his payers had to have been spent scouting to a win at home.
On offense, there are six senior
the "big three" Buffalo brings on
know what is at stake tonight.
"This Igame] Friday night is not offense (Drew Willy, lames Starks starters, and on defense, seven of the
going to be easy." Brandon said. and Naam Roosevelt) and UB's 11 starting spots belong to seniors.
"We definitely want to help
"We're still playing for a champi- defensive playmakers (Dominic
onship, and that's why kids come Cook, Justin Winters and Mike these guys go out with a bang and
have the chance in their last time
to play at Bowling Green, to play Thompson).
There are 31 touchdowns here to win and still be in contenin big games like this."
While the scenarios are a lot between Willy (18 passing, two tion for a MAC Championship,"
simpler this season. UB and BG rushing) and Starks (11 rushing). quarterback Tyler Sheehan said.
met in Buffalo last season with Starks also has one touchdown "We're going to really try and buckMAC East title implications as reception and Roosevelt accounts le down for these seniors.''
BG will start buckling down at 6
for eight ofWillys 18 touchdowns.
well. BG won that game 31-17.
Defensively, those three play- p.m. in Doyl Perry Stadium.
But this year's l^lcon squad is

EXCITED

CITY
BRIEF

A warrant was sent to adjoining
counties, and Thomason was arrested at
a Rudolph address He was transported
to the Wood County Justice Center,
where he is being held without bond.

the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce.
"It brings a sense of commuFrom
nity land! it brings a sense of
Also this weekend, the the holidays," Kilpatrick said.
This year, the parade will
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce will be holding its have 127 different units, includ23rd annual Holiday Parade. ing six high school bands. The
The parade will start at 10 a.m. first parade, in 1985, had only
tomorrow morning. This year's six units.
The last float in the parade
theme is "Holiday Reflections
of the Future," in honor of the will carry Santa Claus, which
City of Bowling Green's 175th Kilpatrick said is always an
exciting finish, especially for
anniversary.
The parade brings the peo- children.
"It's just wonderful to watch
ple of Bowling Green together in a fun way, said Earlene the children's eyes," Kilpatrick
K i lp,n i irk. executive director of said.

HOLLY-DAYS

THURSDAY,
NOV. 20
1:35 A.M.
Russell Remke III. 24. of Clyde.
Ohio, was arrested for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia
after a pipe and a baggie containing
marijuana were found in Reinkes
possession.

2:17 A.M.
Juan Contreras. 51. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for domestic
violence after fighting with and
punching Joy Flores. 35. of Bowling
Green. Flores was arrested for possession of marijuana

ENOCH WU

2:19 A.M.
Caela McKenzte. 19. of Wayne.
Ohio, was cited for underage drinking and falsification after she gave
an officer the wrong name and said
she was 23 years old.

k

Swinerton, who was a very
The improv club doesn't only
consist of theatre majors, either. convincing dolphin named
There are members who range Flippo in one skit, was a female
in majors from telecommuni- gremlin in the third act of the
skit in practice. The skit ended
cations to film to accounting.
Junior Mark Swinerton is up including a variety of chara theatre major who recently acters, including the previously
unmentioned Harry Central
joined Bad Genetics this year.
"I wanted to broaden my horizon," and Tommy Sunshine.
Bad Genetics next show is
Swinerton said."Inorderfbr improv
to work, you have to work off others tonight in the Union Theatre at
7:30 p.m.
strengths and weaknesses."

IMPROV
From Page 1

organizations, businesses and
anyone who wants to learn.
"The atmosphere is relaxed
and people come together in
a unique experiences," Miller
said. "The communication and
people skills you learn in improv
can be used in the real world.

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY

fidential atmosphere for 1GBT
students.
"A support group is vital when
your dealing with coming out,"
Activism Chair of Vision Johnnie
Lewis said. "It is nice to know
there are people willing to support you."
According to Lewis, many stu-

SUPPORT

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

From Page 1

allies, support and their experiences on campus, in resident
halls and classes.
The main goal of the group
is to provide a safe and con-

Visit us online at
www.bgnews com

Months
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PUTTING IMAGINATIONS TO USE: The improv group Bad Genetics is one of two such clubs on the University's campus The other.
Plastic Shatners. focuses on shorter skits and is similar to the popular show "Whose Line Is It Anyway7"
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dents seem to worry that if they
attend the meetings they will
be ridiculed by others. Despite
students' worry, the group has
not had any problems with this
so far.
"The University has many
LGBT students and it is a pretty
open minded campus compared to others," sophomore
Gwen Kinsman said.
"As far as I know, students have
taken advantage of and thoroughly enjoyed the assistance of
the support group without any
problems," said Lewis.
Leaders of the support group
hopethalmorestudentswilltake
advantage of it and participate.
"Coming out is the single most
challenging issues LGBT students deal with in life," Russell
said. "And it is so important they
hear other students' experiences who have went through the
same things they have."

I

FRIDAY. NOV. 21
(all Friday events will be held at
Wood County District Public
Lbrary)
■ Horse Drawn Wagon Rides.
6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
■ Community Tree Lighting
Ceremony. 7 p.m.
■ Concert by Bowling Green
High School choral and
orchestra programs, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY. NOV. 22
(all Saturday events will be held
downtown from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.)
■ Holiday Reflections of the
Future parade. 10 am.
■ Showing of "A Charlie Brown
Thanksgiving" at the Wood
County District Public

Library
■ Special sales and promotions
from many downtown merchants
SUNDAY. NOV. 23
(all Sunday events will be held
downtown from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.)
■ Horse Drawn Wagon Rides,
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
■ American Civil War Museum
30 minute audience participation program "The Life of
the Soldier." 1 p.m.
■ Craft workstations at
Grounds for Thought
■ Pine Cone decoration at
Grounds for Thought
■ Special sales and promotions
from many downtown merchants

The list above is not complete A complete list of events and promotions
can be found at www.dovtntownbgohioorg/msbg-.hollydays08.html

RACHEL RADWANSKI i THE BG NEWS
HAPPY HOLLY-DAYS: The large conifer that slands outside the Wood County Public
Library has been decorated and will be lit during the Holiday Parade tomorrow.
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Wagon Rides, Santa Pictures,
Music, Holiday Fun,
and Savings All Weekend

& nw »>'^^
AMENITIES

PWtPESTYA

PNePEBTYB

rWBIYC

Apartment Sire

2 Bed /l Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/ 4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

1 ot Roomates

©

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($215 MCI)

$1196 {$299 tick)

$1292($323 each)

5900($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

ill electric

$114

Electric

$20

$12

$140

$9)

Water

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

M
$•

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$40

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

UiftfMltttacrl

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Tes 12 Pools)

Tes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes
'IIMtTTHiVEM

Security Deposit

J'WiSlSOiacN

res

No

No

$1352 ($339 each)

$1842 ($403 each)

$1203($401 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292($323 each)

$500 ($16/ each)

-Note; All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 12 month average. Due to neater, bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop 8. Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.cor • i mail us wmtrii v-"<.''"'•■ <■ I .:om

"*■
■

BOWUNG
GREEN

Schedule of events at wvww.downtownbgohio.org

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009.
Annnitio. included In many of our house*:
Furnished or unfurnished

Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards

1 and Z car garages
Full basements
:

Air contjitioning
Gas log fireplaces

1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases availab
Microwaves
^^^
Walk in closets

Most homes ore NEW or REMODELED

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbrianrentals.com cutHnu^c

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Recyclers Caught Red Handed'

Choose your endzone: scarlet or blue

By Coll..II Fit,gibbon.
By Lori W.b.r
Reporter

It has been called a "season
unto itself."
The great football rivalry
between Ohio State University
and Michigan University,
which will celebrate its 105th
anniversary at Saturday's
game, has become a staple
across the country. This
true clash of the titans is not
just about the Horseshoe in
Columbus, the Big House in
Michigan, |im Tressel or Rich
Rodriquez, but about the fans
that dedicate their free time
to donning either scarlet and
gray or maize and blue.
The Buckeye & Wolverine
Shop, inToledoand Perrysburg,
offers collectibles and brag
memorabilia to all aficionados
and supporters.
"This is where people come to
get spirit," 18-year-old Amanda
Adkins said. She works at the
store, and is amazed at how diehard some of the fans are.
Brandon
Bursztynski,
18, is one of those fans, and
he also works at the shop

GET A LIFE

in Perrysburg.
"I'm six rows, just six rows,
from the end zone. My scats are
next to the tunnel where the
teams come out on the field,"
Bursztynski said.
Employees at both locations
also play games against each
other, and excite the customers with trivia and cheering
competitions.
"ICustomersI really get
encouraged to be fans," Tim
Kralovic said, the manager of
the Perrysburg location.
The most popular items are
the team sweater vests and
Buckeye necklaces, according to Kralovic. It's the busiest time of year the week
before the game and just after
Christmas, giving both stores
most of their yearly business
during that one month alone,
Kralovic said.
While the employees are just
as spirited, it is the customers
that bring out the passion for
the game. People can support
the Wolverines or Buckeyes
through cup holders, lip gloss,
carnival beads, baby bottles
and even board games.

"Buckopoloy"
and
"Michiganopoly" feature specific points of interests on both
college campuses, although the
makers of the games seem to
have a clear favorite. The Ohio
State Marching Band costs $90
to buy, while the Michigan
Marching Band costs $110.
One commercial for the store
features a customer who accidentally crossed the line from

Reporter

the Ohio State side of the store
to the Michigan side, resulting
in a warning buzzer.
"People are always asking
about the buzzer when they
come into the store," Kralovic
said with a chuckle.
The Toledo store on Monroe
Street has been a fixture in the
community for 20 years, while
the Perrysburg store opened its
doors just four years ago.

Students will be "caught red
handed" when they choose to
recycle rather than throw their
reusable trash in the garbage.
On Dec. 3 Coca-Cola
Enterprise will be outside the
bookstore in the Union giving away free T-shirts for all
those who are caught recycling for a promotion called
"Caught Red Handed."
Students may also I mil posters around campus about this
initiative.
Katelyn Jackson, the Public
Affairs Coordinator for CocoCola Enterprises, said that
Coca-Cola has put together
an initiative called Corporate
Recyclability and Sustainability
(CRS). She said the ultimate
goal of the company is to recycle
100 percent of the packaging
material made by Coca-Cola.
"It will be an initiative all
across North America and
Europe." lackson said. "It's
something we've activated and
implemented."
Jackson's job as the Public
Affairs Coordinator is based in
Cincinnati and that her coverage area is the University. CocaCola has signed a multi-year
partnership with the University
in 2007 which will go until 2014
David Crooks, Test Monitor at
the University, works with the
major vending companies used
on campus. He said Coco-Cola
is the University's preferred beverage suppliers and is glad the
company has such a program.
"It's almost like a random
act of kindness," said Crooks
who has been involved with
the campus' recycling for the
past 20 years.
Jackson said that universities are not the only places
being targeted forthe initiative
either. Places such as hospitals
and state capitol buildings are
as well.
Coca-Cola's initiative is also
attempting to be more energy
efficient even before their customers purchase their products.
According to Coca-Cola's
Recycling release the company

RACHCHtADWANSKI ! IH6MNtWS
CHOOSING SIDES: The Buckeye S Wolverine shop contains both University of Michigan
and Ohio State University sports apparel and paraphenalia

GIVE A PENNY FOR THE KIDS

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events tien from evtntsb9su.edu

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
2040lstamp

12 -2 pm
Transcendence Week:
Workshop
314 Union

6-11:30 p.m.
Military Ball
Union Ballroom

8 p.m.
Percussion Ensemble

PENNIES PLEASE: Rachel Olto and Came Mayer keep their eyes open fa members of Greek Life who will drop coins inio jars for the

Kobxker Hall. Moore Musical Arts

Penny Wars which is raising money for the Qiildren's Miracle Network which purchases entertainment items like movies and video games

Center

for children in hospitals.

8 - 9 p.m.
University Dance Alliance
Showcase
222 Eppler North

RACHEL RADWANSKI I IHEBGNEWS

will install dry lube production
lines and ionized air rinsers to
reduce water use of the overall manufacturing process by
10 percent in 2010. The release
also said the company added
more than 20,000 energy-saving
devices to reduce C02.
Another tactic for a better environment the company
is utilizing is hybrid trucks for
delivery in North America.
lackson said that Coca-Cola
Enterprises was in the lead of
having the most hybrid trucks in
America by having 142 of them
on the road.
"We just really strive to make
sure we're responsible and
sustainable," Jackson said.
While Coca-Cola tries to
reduce energy use through their
multiple initiatives, students
caught in the act of recycling
on Dec. 3 will do their part, students can also help out the environment in their everyday lives.
"The sooner students become
aware of how they contribute to enhancing the future,
the better the future will be,"
Kathleen LeRoy, the Director
of Student Affairs Budgets and
Administration said. "The recycling program is just one piece
of the overall effort — something tangible to get you thinking about sustainibility overall."
Crooks said he also has a similar belief. He said plastic is a
product of oil, which may take
billions of barrels of oil to create
the product. He said by reusing
plastic through recycling has a
tremendous impact.
"We want to use materials that
are recyclable," Crooks said.
Leroy said she recently
watched a news broadcast that
informed her about the way the
oceans circulate the plastic bags
into a central location in the
ocean; "Much like the action in
a toilet bowl."
"Because I have a visual of all
that plastic in the ocean, I can
more comfortably go against
common practices, such as
using reusable canvas bags
instead of using plastic to do my
shopping." LeRoy said. "I don't
want plastic I use to get into that
oceanic toilet bowl."

We Have Your Next Place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2009-2010

bid UOM
k'hOUJ??
Every President
since Lincoln
proclaimed
Thanksgiving Day.
Bui in 1939, 1940,
and 1941 Franklin
D. Roosevelt
proclaimed
Thanksgiving the
third Thursday
in November to
lengthen the holiday
shopping season.

PETS ALLOWED

EFFICIENCIES

SUMMER RENTALS
AVAILABLE

with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:

451 THURSTIIM AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only

517E.Reed

640 Eighth Street

403 High Street

841 Eighth Street

825 Third Street

725 Ninth Street

802 Sixth Street

733, 755, 777 Manville

May 16,2009 to August 8,2009.

831 Seventh Street

School Year- $395 00 per month
One Year- $370.00 per month

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates Shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET At Thurstin.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $465.00 per month.
One Year - $400.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $400.00 per month.
One Year - $355.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School Year - $415.00 per month
One Year - $365.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $465.00 per month.
One Year - $410.00 per month.

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $435.00 per month.
One Year - $370.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $390.00 per month
One Year - $355.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates Shown for Two Person Occupancy. Rates Available for One to Three Person Occupancy.

FREE Online
Advertising
Buy Sell Trade
Advertise
Businesses or Event
Online Post 30 Days
FREE
www.burtersattic-chiMifiidi.com
AdabyGooglt

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School Year - $630 00 per month
One Year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year • $655.00 per month.
One Year • $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School Year - $590.00 per month.
One Year • $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School Year - $620 00 per month.
One Year - $520.00 per month

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School Year - $650.00 per month.
One Year - $540.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - $565.00 per month.
One Year • $490.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - $565.00 per month.
One Year - $475.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School Year - $590.00 per month.
One Year - $490.00 per month.

Unfurnished. V baths, dishwasher.
School Year - $630.00 per month.
One Year - $530.00 per month.

WE HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply
for any rental unit.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School Year - $555.00 per month.
One Year - $475.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL
ESTATE INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

Located Across From Taco Bell
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
Visit our website www.Johnnewioverealestate.com and click on
the rentals link
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"Coming out is not a one time deal."
- Annie Russell, co-facilitator of an on campus support group for LGBT students
struggling to come out of the closet [see COMING OUT pg. 3].
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THE STREET Complete this sentence: The OSU vs. Michigan rivalry is more heated than...

"_ Duke vs. North

"... The Browns vs.

"_ the Kappa Delta

Carolina in college
basketball'

Steelers."

turkey bowl pumpkin

"...Brad Pitt's abs."

%

VISIT US AT
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Have your own take on

pie."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

DREW GOLDEN.
Freshman.
Education

KEITH BELL,

SAM DEEDS.

Sophomore.
Event Planning/Tourism

Sophomore.
Education

Auto bailout is just
a $25 billion lemon

Another dying American industry is looking to the check-writing pen of Uncle Sam for salvation. This time, it's the automotive industry.
Members of both parties in
both chambers of Congress have
debated and fine-tuned the proposed rescue package of $25 billion. But the question must be
asked whether it is really the role
of government to intervene on
behalf of failing industries.
The auto industry has provided jobs to millions of Americans,
and in more innocent times, it
embodied the American dream.
Generations of my own lineage
have provided for themselves
and their descendants, and
retired comfortably, by working for Lord, (1M and Chrysler.
Northwest Ohio and Southeast
Michigan were built by the
auto industry.
Now, however, the companies, via their own unwillingness to innovate, may render
themselves extinct. To try to
protect a faltering economy
and American jobs, Congress
is debating whether or not to
offer the Big Three automotive
companies an aid package.
The number of jobs that may be
lost to the automotive industry's
collapse is staggering. According
to a recent study by the Center
for Automotive Research (CAR),
the number of jobs lost if there is
a total reduction in IX'troit company operations is around three
million for 2009, and with a 50
percent reduction, about 2.5 mil-

lion for 2009. Numbers as high as
one in 10 jobs lost have also been
rhetorically spun out in recent
weeks, but those numbers are
probably high.
The same CAR study, available from the organization's Web
site, cargroup.org, also examines
the financial impact of a sudden
loss of jobs in 2009. Over a span
of three years, personal income
could drop by a staggering near$400 billion.
Devastating effects on the
economy are well-understood,
and nobody would ever suggest
the demise of the automotive
industry could be a positive thing.
However, problems arise on levels
of both principle and of practical
application when one begins to
consider writing them a check.
For starters, it is a hard sell to
convince a cynic that an industry in a supposed "free" market,
which has been stagnant for
decades, is deserving of a shot in
the ami, courtesy of the taxpayer.
In fact, in all the time alternative
energies have been on the table
(far longer than one might think
— many of them even longer
than gasoline), the most remarkable innovation Detroit has come
up with is the alarmingly poor
mileage their vehicles seem to
get, as though the gas tanks are
colanders.
It is with this in mind that some
senators, including Republican
George Vbinovich of Ohio, have
attached some provisions to
the package. The Washington
Post reported yesterday on the
Senator's attempts to work the
modified deal, saying "That proposal, which was endorsed by die
White House, calls for modifySeeSCHMIDUN|PageS

"I noticed a

It has been a long and tiresome
election. After looking back on
the major talking points of the
last few months some journalists
havesaid lohnMcCainhas either
tarnished or lost the reputation
he once enjoyed. Regardless
of how I feei about McCain, 1
want to talk about an organization that, in my eyes, has lost all
of its reputation. Some of you
might have heard of it. It's called
MoveOn.org
MoveOn.org was founded in
1998 as a way to let citizens be
heard and get involved in the
political process. In doing so they
provided a valuable medium
through which to sign petitions,
send e-mails and further a tradition of dissent which is so vital to
democratically based societies.
Signing multiple petitions, I've
always considered myself a large
supporter of MoveOn's mission.
I encouraged my friends to sign
up, sent out petitions through eniails and would defend the organization if I ever heard someone
diminishing its value.

potential shift from

I tW'T BctOE I (VoTA
*p" CM THIS TEST.

dissent."
However as the 2008 presidential election came to a close
I became increasingly disillusioned with MoveOn and their
overly aggressive campaign to
elect Barack Obama.
Between the dates of Oct. 13
and Nov. 5 I received 21 e-mails
encouraging me to donate time
and money to the Ohio campaign. That is one short of being
an e-mail per day.
In addition, I received numerous calls asking me to vote and
inquiring as to whether or not
I'd like to volunteer my time to
MoveOn's Bowling Green campaign. After I said 1 might be able
See CWELLI | P*je S
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People increasingly proud to be dumb

There seems to be a plague of
anti-intelligence and general
distaste for anything intellectual today in our society, and
1 cringe at the thought of the
future for our culture. There is
an evermore popular "proud to
be dumb" attitude surrounding
youth culture in America and if
you buy into the saying of "the
children are our future" thing,
you should be worried as well.
As recently as 60 or so years
ago, books were still one of the
primary forms of entertainment for the average person.
Radio was there as well, and
television was merely in its
infancy, not yet able to distract
entire generations for hours at
a time. Now it seems that hardly
anyone reads books anymore,

at least not for pleasure and
entertainment's sake.
Sure, a lot of college students
read books for their classes, but
that is only because it is required
by a professor and it is the only
way not to fail your upcoming exam. In my experience,
if someone reads for pleasure
on a consistent basis, they are
sometimes considered learned,
intelligent people, which I find
as a positive, but usually the
habit is seen as outlandish and
archaic, the idea being that why
would anyone want to sit and
read a book when there is a
great movie on TV.
Reading is a great way to
improve one's vocabulary and
memory, and studies have
shown that even doing the
dairy cross word puzzle in your
newspaper can help fend off
Alzheimer's disease later in life.
But instead it seems as though
most people are proud and
consider it normal not to read
or do anything that might make
them more intellectual by going

to the theatre or studying the
works of Shakespeare. It is this
fear of becoming an "egghead"
that has gripped our society
and it is certainly a negative.
I aLso feel this anti-intellectual
fear of being seen as smart has
bled into our music as well. I am
a huge fan of old music especially from the 1960s and 70s,
when rock 'n' roll was relatively
new and sound experimentation was the main staple of a
healthy musician's diet. Lyrics
fromsongsofthatera were soulful and inspiring and followed
up with amazing music I'm not
sure if bands like The Beatles
and Led Zeppelin have just been
put on an unreachable pedestal
by music historians or if I am
just asking for too much from
music today, but I feel like people are just accepting anything
that comes at them, and they are
not demanding more insightful and intelligent music from
their artists. When bands can get
away with cheap, thoughtless
songs such as "Crazy Bitch" by

Buckcherry or "Figured You Out"
by Nickelback, it's not hard to
see that something is lacking in
the intelligence and subtlety of
today's music.
Television and films are probably the most obvious perpetrators of this notion of a "proud
to be dumb" America. With TV
shows and movies today such
as "Are You Smarter than a Fifth
Grader?", where adults are asked
inane, pointless questions that
only a fifth grader would want to
know, and pretty much anything
that Eddie Murphy does, we
can see that the moving picture
medium is failing us as well.
Television and movies are not
all bad however, in fact I spent a
lot of my formative years in front
of the boob tube, just soaking it
all in. There was "Frasier" with
its clever plot twists, puns and
high vocabulary usage, and "The
Simpsons" in its earty years was
actually quite intellectual, and I
See JOSH | Page 5

Travelin' the Globe:
Burger, fries and World War II history in Berlin

an organization
committed to

a guesoon? Give us your

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

MoveOn.org is just
an Obama shill
6ARYC1RELU I GUEST COLUMNIST

STEPHANIE WILLIAMS,
Freshman,
Earty Childhood Education

BERLIN — For my first meal
in Berlin this week, I had
an American food I'd never
had before.
As soon as I realized I would be
able to order a hamburger here
that wasn't from McDonald's or
Burger King (that's all you can
get in Salzburg and I won't eat
them), my mind was made up
for my first meal.
Hard Rock Cafe in Berlin was
the restaurant where I ate my
last meal when I was here two
years ago, so I decided that it
would be fitting to eat there this
time around, too. And assuming
the menu hadn't really changed,
I knew I would also be able to
order Pepsi with free refills and
ice (Pepsi, nor free refills, nor
ice. is available in Salzburg).
But what I hadn't expected
was that 1 would order a hamburger different from the way
I always order a hamburger:

nothing on it.
Yes, I order my hamburgers
plain and add ketchup myself.
I changed my mind about my
style in Berlin because I realized
I could get two other things from
Hard Rock Cafe that aren't really
Salzburg style: bacon and a slice
of American cheese.
Since then I have seen hamburgers advertised on menus
throughout the city, so I've
learned they are more readily
available here than in Salzburg.
This was the most fantastic
hamburger and trench fries I
may have ever had, thanks to
the novelty of it.
The American-ness of my first
evening in Berlin became a little
too much when the" YMCA" was
played, but I really was beyond
caring because I was having a
brownie (a non-Salzburg treat)
for dessert.
Before I had my bacon
cheeseburger, I did have a
moment of shock.
It was the first time anything in Europe really has
surprised me.
I had just exited the subway
and was walking towards the
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K.mill.ins des Westens — or
KaDeWe for short — which
claims to be the largest department store in Europe.
But the sidewalks were
packed, the lights were blaring and the shoppers were
still shopping.
In America, this wouldn't surprise anyone because we're the
home of stores open around the
clock. That's not the way it is
here, so for there to be stores
open after 8 p.m., 1 couldn't
grasp the idea, which shows you
how accustomed I've become
to the ways of Austria.
The following morning I went
on a walking tour of the city
focusing on sites important to
Hiderand the Third Reich.
I mentioned my hamburger
craving and shock at the stores,
and my tour guide explained
that the states in Germany, of
which there are 16, now allow
stores to lengthen their closing hours on Fridays and
Saturdays.
The tour I took was fantastic. It was from Original Berlin
Walks, and this company offers
a variety of walking tours with

different themes around Berlin.
We teamed about buildings
from Hitler's time in power.
Some buildings, like the chancellory he had build for himself that was the length of a city
block, were destroyed after the
war was over. Other buildings,
like the Gestapo headquarters,
were destroyed during the war.
And some of the buildings are
still standing nearly in their
original form, like the building
that housed the offices of the
Luftwaffe, or air force.
We also saw some of the wall
and stood on top of the bunker
Hider used during the final days
of the war in Europe.
I am going to take another tour on Saturday to the
Sachsenhausen concentration
camp.
The camp is free and open
to the public but I have decided to go with a guide so I can
learn more about the camp and
its history than I would from
briefly glancing at placards
or pamphlets.
See KEMP | PageS

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually tn response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
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anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
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com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headnes to
submitted columns and tetters at his
orherdhcreoon.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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lo volunteer, providing 1 could gel
back in lime after attending an
out of state wedding, they called
me the night before their scheduled event to remind me that I
promised to be there. Clearly, 1
did not guarantee my participation and when I tried to tell
them 1 did not make a solid
commitment they informed me
that my name was on the "Yes"
list in their database.
Disgruntled by mid-October
I began to talk with other students on multiple campuses,
all of which agreed with me
that even though MoveOn had
been doing an amazing job
over the last five years they
were beginning to cross the
line. For many of these disenchanted members, their attitudes may have been a result
of a long and tiresome election
year full of annoying e-mails.
However, by this time, my issue
with MoveOn had less to do
with annoyance over excessive
e-mails and more to do with
their activity overall.
In MoveOn's behavior I
noticed a potential to shift from
an organization committed to
dissent and allowing people
to be heard, to one that made
its sole mission to promote a
Barack Obama presidency. I
even went as far as to tell several of my friends I was worried
MoveOn could become another
political puppet.
These fears were confirmed
several days after the election when I received my first
e-mail inviting me to donate
money so MoveOn could
launch "a massive new campaign to help pass Obama's
progressive agenda." If this
was not enough 1 began to
get e-mails and letters from
Credo Mobile, a phone service
which promotes progressive
politics, who probably got my
information from MoveOn.
org. I couldn't believe what 1
was seeing.
What will MoveOn.org do if
Obama's plans fail? What will
they do if there isn't rapid progress or he abandons his campaign promises?These were just
some of the questions that were
running through my mind as I
thought about how far MoveOn
had fallen from their original
message,
I've come to the conclusion they will not send out
petitions or provide an outlet against Obama, even if he
does something that emulates
Bush. They've put too much
time, effort, and money into
getting him elected to turn
their back on him now. The t
ransformation is telling.
In the span of just under
two years MoveOn.org has
altered from an organization
championing dissent and
exposing the ills of the government, to one giving out
member information to businesses and asking for donations to help pass a president's
political agenda.
By abandoning the core
idea of their existence they've
managed not only to become
a political puppet, but also to
alienate some of their staunchest supporters over the years in
the process.
If this keeps up and things get
tough for Obama, I wouldn't be
surprised if their membership
declines over the next few years.
I know they've lost at least one
member today.
— Grelli is a first year history
graduate student. Respond to him
at tlieneuis@bgnews.com.

ing a loan program created to
help the automakers develop
advanced technologies and
retool factories to produce more
fuel-efficient vehicles."
Unfortunately, though some
provisions ought to be attached
to the bill, these are less than
impressive. What the automotive industry really needs
is a complete overhaul, and a
sharp move away from using
oil of any kind. Rivals in everywhere from Japan to Brazil to
India to European nations have
surged ahead of U.S. business in
embracing better, cleaner technology — much of which has
been well-known for years in
America, but ignored, possibly
due to the immense power of
the oil industry.
One can't help but think the
money might be better spent
elsewhere, lust as the much larger bailout of October could have
been better-spent bulking up

KEMP
From Page 4
1 will be going with a different
company this time, so 1 hope
my tour is as good as the previous one.
I have come to Berlin this time
for a Fulbright program. This
program Ls for young American
journalists to come to Germany
and learn about the country and
its media.
So far, the program has been
extremely fulfilling.
We've been to newspapers
and TV and radio stations, along
with some important state and
federal buildings to learn about

JOSH
From Page 4
personally love the Discovery
and History channels. Sadly
the days of "Frasier" arc behind
us and "The Simpsons" have
devolved and started to simply
pave the road for shows full of
drunk-dad-jokes and constant
pop culture references, shows
such as "Family Guy."
The most substantial threat
to intellectualism flourishing
is often seen in shallow music
and even shallower television
shows and movies. I cannot
stress enough how simply pick-

the FDIC and ensuring the protection of the safer, more prudent, middle-American investor, the $25 billion for the auto
industry might be better spent
exploring newer technologies.
Their deportation of jobs overseas and decreasing benefits to
employees should fill taxpayers
with enough spite to watch The
Big 3 collapse.
As difficult as it is to at once call
Toledo my home and allow the
industries which have supplied
my family with income (my father
currently works for DaimlerChrysler), it is better to replace
them than to continue to fund
them and attach modest provisos
like those proposed by Voinovich.
Rather, by putting some of this
money toward renewable, nonpolluting energies, we might create new jobs, fight pollution, and
put America back on the global
map of innovation in a field that
isn't military.
■—Respond to Kyle at
thenews@bgnews.com.
politics and government work
in Germany. We also traveled
to the city of Leipzig to visit
a TV station there, in addition
to meeting journalism students
from the city's university.
This program has also been
extremely beneficial in learning
more about the style of life in
Berlin and how it differs from
life in Sab-burg.
Some things are similar, like
being quiet on the public transportation, but in the case of
hamburgers, the cities are quite
different.
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SAVE BIG!
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and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.
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— Respond to Alison at
tlieneuis@bgnews.com.
ing up a book and reading or
watching intelligent television
that doesn't have to do with
degrading your mental state
to that of an 11-year-old child.
Young people really are our
future, so what will that future
entail when it is in the hands of
people who fear being seen as
nerds? Our world is entering a
new stage and tough questions
will be asked, and 1 guarantee
that the answer won't be found
in last night's episode of "Robot
Chicken."
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— Respond to Josh at
thenetvs@bgnews.com.
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New Members

Ashley Rirrish
Ashley Riggs
li'ssy Hayes
Kate Castel
Blidgeit Duch
Ashley Fryslak
Christina Lekas
Jillian Muth
Jillian Mulh
u.n l< In ■ Monroe
Katie Halleck
Rachel Mandeville
Mai lory Adams
Shannon 1 lephner
Laura Selvaggio
Sarah Lehman
Shannon McDonald
Kate Castel
Stacy McClellon
Katie Halleck
Jessy Hayes
Megan Dixon
Sam Midolo
Bridget! Duch
Lori Heckathorn
Kate Lowery

Laura Arch
Sarah Boisture
Allison Bowser
Deavin Bowser
Nicole Ditzel
Shav Galley
Carestin Glorioso
Sydney Goodwill
Sara Gruss
Brittany llartory
Melissa Hcnehan
Jasmin Hinerman
Jordan Kenney
Cara Lentz
Krtsta Long
Holly Magnan
Nina Mayer
Lauren Meiring
Melissa Moynihan
Jessica Peternelj
Amanda Rees
Danielle Spaetzel
Tara Oksana
Kate Thompson
Tiffany Tindall
Kachele Westlake
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NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS

903 - 935 Thurstin
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
1
Starting at -^~ 5760'

+ utilities

-^i*'""""*

■ On-site laundry^
■ Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
' Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
• Free Wireless Internet

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
■ Starting at -^ *90o"
+ utilities
•^•rm°"*
■ On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking
• Free Internet Access

5pm

any product in the store to
BGSU Students, Faculty, Staff

MERCER MANOR

^■«w»>i £ lltel

323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

1616 E Woosler Si »2 Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419) 353-2355 • wviwyaketyyakbgcom

career)

• 3 bedroom/2fullbaths
• Starting at ^$7^-1
+ Utilities
<£*rmon»i>

• On-site laundry\-^^-T^
■ Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

www.greenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Mondiiy F riday 9am
Saturday 9am ipm

15% Off

445 E Wooslet St
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717
www gieenbriarrentals com

any productin the store to
BGSU Students, Faculty, Staff

^~-e lltel 'HgH
1616 E Wooster Si »2 Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419) 353-2355 • wwwyaketyyakbg.com
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SIDELINES

sweet home
Falcons' depth on fu
display in blowout win

SOFTBALL

able all along have done.
"Nate and Chris missed some
games by their own bad decisions,
last night's game against Wayne and they need to get in where they
State was significant because it can fit in, and they are," Orr said.
was the men's basketball team's "The guys' that have been playing
have done a good job. They have
home opener.
On top of that, forwards Nate to get in where they can fit in and
Miller and Chris Knight were back help us get better."
from their respective three-game
suspensions. Between the two A new man
Of last night's starting five,
events, there was plenty for fans
guard Darryl Clements may have
to be excited about.
Miller and Knight wouldn't been the most impressive.
He displayed a kind of aggresdisappoint, combining for 21
points and 10 rebounds in the siveness and confidence in his
80-48 win. But while there was so shot that wasn't always there a
much interest in how last year's year ago, scoring 11 points on 5-12
top two scorers would play, it was shooting.
Being more aggressive offenthe guys who were already there
sively has been Clements' goal
that paced the team.
Darryl
Clements,
Brian since the offseason.
"Me being more aggressive can
Moten, |oe lakubowski and Erik
Marschall were with the team for open up things for the other playlast weekend's NABC Classic, and ers, so I think that's'starting to
all four played a major part in BG's help us out a little bit," Clements
2-1 record over that stretch. They said.
His play so far this season
came up huge again last night.
"Our depth was really good could also be attributed to the
tonight,'' said head coach Louis fact that he doesn't have to play
point guard position anymore
Orr. "It was a team effort."
The depth was good enough with lakubowski assuming the
that Miller and Knight came off role. Clements is a natural shootthe bench, lakubowski, Clements ing guard or small forward.
"IDarryll not having the burden
and Moten started, and their play
train the opening tip onward of having to play the point frees
made the win possible. They com- him up to score," Orr said.
The newfound approach to the
bined for 29 points, 12 rebounds
offense was very apparent in the
and nine assists.
Marschall would play an impor- first half when Clements got out
tant role off the bench, adding 14 on the fast break, took a pass from
Jakubowski and slammed the ball
points and five rebounds.
Since the successful weekend
See DEPTH | Page 7
in Minnesota, Orr has been happy
with how the guys that were availBy Chris Voloscl.uk

Sports Editor

Falcons sign four
new recruits
It was announced yesterday
that coach Shannon Salzburg
and the BG softball program
signed four players. Andrea
Arney, Paige Berger. Hannah
Fulk and Jessica Odell to
National Letters of Intent. All
four will be eligible to start
the 2009-10 academic year.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog tonight for a live
blog of the big football game.
We'll have analysis, photos
and audio to go along with
our coverage. Also, stay tuned
for continuing hockey and
volleyball coverage.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Football:
vs. Buffalo; 6 p.m.
TV:BCSN
Radio: WBGU-FM (881)
Volleyball:
-fral Michigan: 11 a.m.
Hockey:
"e Dame; 7:35 pm

NetterstofaceCMUin
MAC quarterfinal match

TOMORROW
Women's basketball:
vs. LipscomD;2pm.

By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

Hockey:
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BC, NEWS

vs. Notre Dame; 7:05 p.m.
BACK IN ACTION: Forward Nate Miller led the Falcons in scoring, last night with IS points It was his first game of the season

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1972-Boston catcher
Carlton Fisk wins A.L. Rookie

er, Knight return for decisive victory
By Andrew Harnvr
Assistant Sports Editor

Rangers score a record eight

Oversized, overmatched, outscored and even "steamrolled"
as Wayne Stale coach Dave
Greer said following the men's
basketball game are all good

goals in one period.

descriptors of the Warriors after

of the year.
1971-The New York

1954—The New York
Yankees buy Joe DiMaggio
from the San Francisco Seals
of the Pacific Coast League.
1902—The first night football game is played.

The List

last night's game.
The Warriors rolled out two
starters under six feel (all and
only provided an equal match
with B(l in former Division I
center Shane Lawal, causing
match-up problems for the
team all night.
The result: An 80-48 drubbing by the Falcons.
Fresh off a 2-1 record at the

"It was real fun to play on our home court. It
was fun playing in front of our own crowd."
Darryl Clements | BG guard

NABC Classic in Minneapolis,
the Falcons 0-1) came home
for the first time this season
and Ihey delivered a very strong
overall showing.
"It was real fun to play on our
home court," Darryl Clements
said. "It was fun playing in front
of our own crowd."
With 16:25 left in the first half,
the Falcons took a 7-5 lead and
never looked back as they slowly built up that lead to a 38-25
halftone score.

But after the break is when
the Falcons came out firing on
all cylinders.
The Falcons outscored the
Warriors 27-9 through the first
12 and a half minutes of the second half, includingadry stretch
in which Wayne State went
almost eight minutes without
scoring a point.
"We just physically ran out of
See HOOPS | Page 7

For the fifth straight year BG
has made it to at least the quarterfinal round of the MAC volleyball tournament.
Last year BG's season was
ended by Kent State in the quarterfinal round when BG strug
gled as a team in the Seagate
Center. This year the Falcons
are looking to move past the
quarterfinal as they face off
against Central Michigan in
Toledo's Seagate Center at 11
a.m. this morning.
The last time these two teams
met, BG was swept out the gym
on Central's home court, however on a neutral court this
weekend BG senior captain
Chelsey Meek expects a much
different result.
"Central is a good a team but,
1 think we're a better team. We
know that we've gotten better
since the last time we played
against them," Meek said of the
match. "If we play well we're

Tonight's football game is big
for so many reasons. Today,
were listing the top five:

1. Implications: If the
Falcons were to beat Buffalo,
they'd be in the driver's seat in
the MAC East.

2. Home Finale: This is
the last game to be played a:
Doyt Perry Stadium this year.

3. Senior Night: There

THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

FANTASY FOOTBALL

FRIDA

THE GUYS WHO ARE PRODUCING:

The Broncos have always been known as the
team who could trot out any running back, no
matter the talent level, and make him productive. Hillis is the latest in that line of players,
and has delivered 82 yards and a touchdown

WARRICKDUNN

Dunn's creeping up there in age. but can still
produce from week to week. In a lot of ESPN
leagues, he's projected to get 23 points this
week when Tampa Bay plays Detroit. You may
want to consider picking him up.

are 17jalented seniors on this
team. Why not send them out
on a good note?

4. It's Friday night:
Football games under the
lights just give off a vibe of
ultra-importance.

5. Orange out: Fans
have the opportunity to make
life miserable for Buffalo by
greeting them with a stadium
full of orange clothing.

DEANGELO WILLIAMS JOE FLACCO

PHILDAWSON

KURT WARNER

He started off the season rather
poorly, but the Panthers' running
back has put together back-to-back
great games This season, Williams
has rushed for 782 yards and six
touchdowns on 1S3 attempts. He's
even added two receiving TDs.

We had to eventually get a kicker
on here, and after his stellar performance on Monday Night Football
against Buffalo, Dawson fit the
bill perfectly. He's 22-24 on field
goal attempts this season and has
accounted for 83 points.

Warner is playing like he used to
rn St. Louis back when he was in
charge of "the greatest show on
turf." With the Cardinals this season,
Warner's passed for 3,155 yards and
20 touchdowns, with a passer rating
of 105.5

Nobody was quite sure what the
Ravens would get out of the rookie
quarterback from a Div. II school.
but Flacco has been a good game
manager, passing for 1.813 yards and
eight touchdowns. He also went
undrafted in a lot of fantasy leagues.

u

t

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEWS
FAMILIAR TERRITORY: BG is in the
quarterfinals for the second straight year.

going to crush Central."
In order for BG to contain
the Central offense this week,
they'll need to keep track of setter Stephanie Budde who averaged over 10.75 assists a set this
season. Budde also has a trio of
hitters to pass to — all of whom
averaged over 2.75 kills a set.
This weekend the Falcons are
going to rely on the senior leadership of Meek, Meghan Mohr
and Kendra Halm who are all
hungry for their first MAC title
in their last tournament of their
Falcon careers.
"We want to give our teammates a championship win,
that's what we have to do. Do
our part be the best seniors and
the best captains we can possibly be," Meek said.
Meek will also be looking to
set the MAC record for most
digs in a career as she enters
he weekend only 27 digs away
from the all-time mark.
If Meek is to get the record
this weekend she'll have to do
it using a brand of ball that the
Falcons haven't used all season.
Baden was the official ball used
for the entire MAC regular season, however Molten is the official sponsor of the MAC tournament. BG coach Denise Van De
SeeNETTERS|Page7
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
When rt com*, to benq a
colege tootbal fan. this n
an «w«ome "*«fc Fust off.
BG. playing the bqgeit
game o* the wawn tot^ghi
rmi Buffalo To up it
tomorrow & Ohio State
« Michigan The be«
tme ol al could be Texas
chv> Oklahoma
Buffalo

\$\\m m\ m

CHRIS V010SCHUK

Spots Iku

Mlchirjjn

vs. #10 Ohio SUM
Ohio Slate-20 S

#2T.»MT«h
vx.t5Wd.hom.
0Uahoma7

tdltot«l-(M

BGmsthtbitoxrBurhb
and Toledo I'm not ptcfano,
aoaret them here

TheDoyt«Jbero<lirio,and
faufUos hue or anqe al much at
bulhhatered

fcfM.SS.K20

KeS. Buffalo 7

K 51. Buffalo 71

BG 42. Buffalo 21

Michigan will be groat again *i
[MO years but why not enjoy
them getting torched right now'
Bub win fandih
Ohio State S4. Michigan 7

One of the most meaningless
games wi this nvalry s hnton/
That is barring an upset

After Otno State loses, wl
Tenelle Pryor cry dunng the
press coreeienxe'

If.'ssH-ilUekomeRKhHod
to the nvalry with a me e bun
whooping

Ohio State 48. Michigan 10

Michigan 28. Ohio Slate 24

Ohio State 46 Michigan IS

I've (xked J«h every tn* and
they haven't cJsappoirted II
t^fhcmafja*ionthFicx»di-i
aclassK
Twitch 42. OUanoitia 41

fv* pidwd against Tech twee
and bst Thud time, a charm
right'

Teias Tech has to lose "Sooner" Craigsrea&cxitfgB.oche«y
or litef.right' Bradford takes the thai! have (o go against hm
Henman lead alter the wm

!,,„

K-35

FREDDY HUNT

CRAIGVANOERKAH

BG know! »hat'i * rtatr here
Thryr* ready tor m« game

Rftfnepsyrhc4ogy«Qftfdfo'
theOhwgjme 10 I'm dwxj it

•S.M

ANDREW HARHER
Asusiant SPOT'S Editor

Oklahoma 56. T««T#ch4»

Taut Tkh 42. OUahoma 16

Penn State will be smefcnq
rrnes on thw way to the 6g 11
h|(| ptoi !i;:-

I want to party * t'i .:pj't,
the tag upset

Oklahoma S8 Ttut T«h J1
#1/Michigan State
vs. #7 Perm Start*
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BG NEW

IT'S BEEN AWHILE: The Falcon hockey team hasn't bealen Notre Dame since the 2005 season

Hockey set to play home-andhome series with Notre Dame

Michigan State is a good team
Penn State came teady agautst
but they're not Penn State good Ohio State, and they bring the
Nnuny lions wn one lor Joe Pa same mindset to nvs game

Pp«l Slate -14 S

Penn State 28. Mich. Stale 14 Penn State & Mich. State 29 Penn State 41. Mkh State 24 Mich. State SI. Penn State 28

#14BYU
. ,
vs. 98 Utah

'^9°^ Abased on a gut Sorry. Utah your undefeated
fewg th« t)>eyre gomgto
season end. here
perform o>rte *•! No offense to
anv Utah fans out there
BYUM.UuhlO
BYU27.Utahl7

Utah-65
NorthwMtern Stat*
■ F. Austin
.
NokrWrJvaiable

Overall record

In the battle of Mormons and
polygamists the Mormons w*i

BYU4S.Utah41

"Utahgeln

Utah29.BYU27

^^ wm this r^me. and that's
the bottom line, because Stone
Cold Stephen F Austin sarf so1
Now qrve me a he! yeah
Austin S16. NW State S

Michael Myers looVs at Stephen The Demons put the
F Austin and says "Yeah baby1" I Lumberjacks' coach on the hot
beg to differ
stove with a steady serving of
pancakes NSU stuffs SFA.
NW State 77. Austin 11
NW State 24. Austin 16

Austin J2. NW State 16

42 29

47-24

44-25

4825

"Thjt, right So** Theicebcwr,
going to defrost your
Junior Floyd

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

BCi's hockey team is carrying a
simplistic mindset into this weekend's pivotal home-and-home
series with Notre Dame—enough
is enough.
The Falcons have not beaten
the Irish since they swept a home
and-home in Ian. 2005. BG's current group of seniors was still
eight months away from beginning their college careers during
that series.
"We're ready to take them down
after a couple of years," said junior
Tomas Petruska, who has just one
point in seven games against the
Irish in his career. "They're going
to be good games."
The series begins tonight in
South Bend, Ind., at 7:35 p.m. at
the Joyce Center before it shifts to
theBCiSU IccArenatomorowfora
7:05 p.m. puck drop.
BG's recent hapless play
against Notre Dame has made
for the team's longest active winless streak against any Central
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Petruska said he believes the
key to the series is special teams
play, as is often the case.
"That'sgoingtodecide who wins
each game," Petruska said.
BG's 2008-09 power play is just
eight for 79. while Notre Dame
lias killed more than 90 percent of
its penalties.
Those unbalanced numbers,
along with the fact that the Irish
return 18 of 23 players who lost
the national championship game
to Boston College last season,
could mean BG is in for a long
weekend.
"They don't have a weakness,"

Is there a

story in the
BG News that
you ve felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgnews.com

VICTORY
From Page 6

8G NEWS FILE PHOTO

IN THE PAST: Lost season, the Falcons didn't fare well against the Fighting Irish, dropping
both games.

"They don't have a weakness. They have
four lines that can score. They're deep
and they present match up problems
because of their depth."
Scott Paluch I Coach

said BC> coach Scott Paluch. "They
have four lines that can score.
They're deep and they present
match up problems because of
their depth."
The only Rilcon line to have
consistent offensive success this
season has been that of Brandon
Svendsen. David Solway and Dan
Sexton.
The fourth line of losh Boyd,
Tommy IX-e and Patrick Tiesling
came alive for a crucial goal during last Saturday's win against
Northern Michigan, but it is yet
to be established as a steady point

NETTERS
From Page 6
Wallc doesn't think the change
in ball will be that big of a deal,
but
will
require
some
adjustments.
"It's a little bit different ball,
it's a harder ball that floats
differently off the serve," Van
De Walle said of the ball, "So
will just serve and pass a lot
tomorrow at practice to get
used to it."
The winner of the BG-Central
Michigan match today will

producer.
"We want to be there for the
team and help them out any way
we can," said Tiesling, who sacrificed his body by taking a big
hit in the second period against
Northern that would allow Boyd
to score.
He said, "I'm not really an
offensive guy myself, so keeping it
simple and outworking the other
team works for our line."
The Falcons will need that simplicity to workthis weekend if their
losing streak against the nation's
fourth best team is to end.

"We want to give
our teammates a
championship win.
That's what we
have to do."
Chelsey Meek | BG volleyball

gas," Greer said. "We had some
guys that saw the difference
between Division I basketball
and Division II basketball."
Additionally, the Falcon
offense, led by Nate Miller and
Erik Marschall off the bench,
hit a high note with consistent
play throughout the half.
"Whatever to help the team
win, it doesn't matter," Miller
said. "It was my first game back
this season if I come off the
bench I do if I start I start."
On the night, Miller led the
team in scoring and rebounding with 15 and eight respectively. Marschall was right
behind with 14 points in 17
minutes of play.
Joe lakubowski led the team
in assists with five and also
added seven rebounds and
seven points.
His live assists helped the
Falcons to a total of 18, opposed
to just 12 turnovers, an area of

CHRISTINA MCGINNiS

POINT MAN: Point guard JoeJalcubowski ran the offense with live
assists and seven points

the game coach Louis Orr was
happy to see his team improving in.
"1 think three of our four
games this year we've had
more assists than turnovers,"
Orr said. "So we're making belter decisions."
On the contrary, Wayne

Stale had IB turnovers and just
seven assists.
While he committed a teamhigh five turnovers for the
Warriors, Lawal was a big factor for Wayne State before he
was contained by BG's defense
in the second half.
Lawal had 13 points and
six rebounds in the first half,
leading the Falcons to double
leam him almost every time he
touched the ball in the second.
"We allowed him too many
easy baskets." Orr said.
Despite the tough coverage,
Lawal added three more points
and grabbed seven more
rebounds, leaving him with a
game-high 13.
F.ven though Greer, a BG
player from 1979-1983, said his
team was sleamrolled, there
still were positives his squad
gained from playing a Division
I school.
"You get better by playing
good teams," Greer said. "You
don't get better by playing
Mangrove, you gel better by
playing Bowling Green."

Defense first

ing to Orr.
from the field.
"There's some things he
"I thought in the second half
we turned our defense into has to work through, but he's
offense," Orr said. "We were a part of our family," Orr said.
able to get out in transition. I've "Sometimes young people need
been really pleased with how to focus on one thing at a time
and gel their footing together."
we've been running."

One thing that has been consistent throughout Orr's time as
coach is good defense creating
offense.
Last night, that was certainly
the case again. The Falcons
forced Wayne State into 18
turnovers and outrebounded
them 44-30. They also chipped
in eight steals.
In the second half, they held
WSU to 27.6 percent shooting

Team news
While Miller and Knight
were able to suit up and play for
the first time this season, the
Falcons were still missing two
players off the bench.
Sophomore
forward
Cameron Madlock, the third
player who was suspended for
the Minnesota trip, will remain
suspended indefinitely, accord-

DEPTH
From Page 6
home with two hands.

Reserve guard Ryan Sims
was also not in uniform as he
asked for his release from the
program. Orr said it was due to
playing time.
"He wants a situation where
he can get more playing time.'
Orr said. "Sims is a great young
man and anything I can do to
help him, I will. He's a part of
our family, but he wants to play
more, so I understand that."

You open the paper everyday, what
would you like to see? This is your
paper, we just print it!

play Saturday at 4:30 p.m. in
the semifinals against the nine
seed Toledo or the tournaments
top seed, Western Michigan.

Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to suggestions@bgviews.com!

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom

Townhouses
• Deposit Special $400

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'09-'10 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available |
Call 419-806-4429
www.froboserentals.com|
for current listing

■
•
■
•
•
•

Furnished
1 Half & Full Bath
Full Basement
Air Conditioned
Microwave
Washer/ Dryer

•
•
•
•

2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

■
•
•
•
•
■

Deposit Special $500
Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full basement
Air conditioned
Washer/Dryer

•
•
•
•

2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Microwave
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher

• Garbage Disposal

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419)352-0717

FALCONS
vs. Lipsco
SATIHAY, imMIBl ZZ 2:00pm

%

AJ1E150I ARENA
If s the 2008-09 regular season home opener for Head Coach Curt Miller and
the BGSU Women's Basketball team, as they take on the Bison. Plan on
arriving early for a special Pro-Game Ring & Banner Unveiling Ceremony.

w

177-BGSU TICKET I KSUFALC8NS C8M

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

II

R9LL AUNG!

THE PULSE
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN

STICKING IT,

Free Concert
Today at 101 Olscamp

Production of
'Oliver!' has critic
wanting seconds

Hall, Kiros will be
performing along with
Eirene and Southbound
Fearing. The event is
sponsored by Bowling
Green Crosswalk, and
doors open at 7:15.

Traditi
Vegetarians pass on
the traditional turkey
Thanksgiving and
enjoy fresh alternatives

By Chad Meredith
Theatre Critic

Last Saturday, I attended a production of Lionel Bart's "Oliver!''
at the Stranahan Theatre.
At 8 p.m. sharp, the curtain
opened to reveal an orphanage,
with two staircases on either
end of a bridge. Over this bridge
hung a large banner which read
"God is Love." Then, eight young
orphans came onto the stage
singing about "Food, Glorious
Food." Seeing the happiness
evident in their smiles, coupled
with a harmonious appreciation for anything edible, one
couldn't help but share in their
excitement.
However, when one famous
orphan by the name of Oliver
Twist (Quentin Araujo) asked
the nasty caretaker Mr. Bumble
(Chazmond Peacock) for more,
he was quickly scolded and
chased ("Oliver"), thus beginning the heartwarming musical
of one boy's quest for love and
belonging: "Oliver!"
From the moment the curtain
opened to the stunning finale,
both cast and tech crew did a
superb job at taking the audience through Oliver's perilous
journey. Peacock and Michelle
Seipel (widow Corney) made
perfect orphanage caretakers.
Siepel's operatic voice gave us

By Matt Li«ic

University Dance
Alliance Showcase

Pulse Reporter

One of the oldest American holidays is
getting a facelift.
Every year, as students pack their bags to
go home for their five-day weekend, the last
Thursday of November is dedicated to putting
turkeys in the oven until they are a perfect
golden brown color. But is there such thing as a
Thanksgiving without a turkey?
Bringing vegetarianism to a holiday revolved
around eating meat can be quite a challenge, but not impossible to do. Everyone who
attempts to put gravy on their veggies can
now, rest assured, have a healthy, filling meal
in which no animals were harmed to make.
Family members will be able to save their "Is
that all you're eating?" comments when a student only takes a helping of cranberry sauce
and a roll for dinner.
" |One| thing about being a vegetarian during
the holidays is Ibeingl prepared tobe open-fired
at by their family on why you area vegetarian,"
sophomore vegetarian Katie Brown said. "My
family attacked me the first few times I had
to eat with them and skipped the turkey. It's a
much better idea to offer to cook something for
yourself. Then your family won't feel so help-

Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m., the University Dance
Alliance will present an
evening of choreography
and performance. Modern,
ballet, hip-hop and jazz
works will be featured, and
tickets are $5.

TOLEDO
Turn Back
the Clock
This weekend from 11 a.m.
- 8 p.m. at the Freedom
Enterprises Sports Cards
& Collectibles, celebrate
the NFL with Topps 1959
Football design packs of
cards. Each week until Jan.
51. a new free card will

hearts and complete
attention of the
audience."
Chad Meredith | Theatre Critic

the impression that her character
was not going to let Mr. Bumble
walk all over her, and Peacock's
booming voice revealed the
shallownessof Mr. Bumble, such
as when he sang the haunting
"Boy for Sale," where the words
echoed with sadness.
Unfortunately for Oliver, he
is sold to the entertainingly
macabre Mr. Sowerberry (Will
Harrell), whose skeletal figure
fit his profession perfectly: an
undertaker. It is worth mentioning here that the casts' makeup
was extraordinary, for the whiteness of Harrell's face gave his
presenceanindescribablecreepi ness, especially when he showed
his teeth. Then, of course, there's
Oliver, who, from the moment he
stepped onto the stage, stole the
hearts and complete attention of
the audience.
A native of Virginia Beach,
Quentin Araujo is no stranger to
See THEATRE I Page 9

See TOFURKEY | Page 9

be added to the set. Call
419 476-4934 for more

Bond fans can find
'solace in new movie

br meatless menus ideas,
continue reading on page 9.

information.

By Aaron Helfferich
Film Critic

Pictures at an
Exhibition
Today and tomorrow
at 8 p.m. at the Toledo
Museum of Art Peristyle
Theatre, watch a Classics
Series performance with
known and emerging
guest artists, as well as
featured members of the
Toledo Symphony. Call
419 246-8000 for more
information.
THE BO KBfi

ELSEWHERE

"Oliver... stole the

MOVING TO THE BEAT: Members of Inanle J090 De Capoeira do cartwheels 10 warm up before engaging in Capoeira. an Afro-Brazilian
dance form which incorporates sparring, singing and dancing.

Blissfield

Cultural art form finds place in
Bowling Green, energizing students

Tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the
Old Road Dinner Train
in Blissfield, Ml. enjoy a
five course dinner while
aboard a moving train.

As one of the longest running
film franchises in history, the
lames Bond series has seen its
fair share of reinterpretations.
The 22nd film, "Quantum of
Solace," marks Daniel Craig's
triumphant return to the iconic
tuxedo, as one of six prestigious
actors. Stripped away are most of
the elements that make a recognizable Bond film: casinos, gadgets and even the phrase "Bond,
lames Bond." Because of these
changes, we finally see the emotionally distraught character Ian
Fleming originally wrote about
in 1953.
This new journey picks up
almost immediately after the
finale of "Casino Royale." For
personal reasons, Bond is in
search of answers surrounding
the tragic events involving his
lost love. Vesper. Unlike wrongfully calling it a revenge film.
"Solace" shows Bond taking
the steps to put a balance back
into his understanding of the
world; a quantum of solace for
his questioning thoughts.
His questions lead him to

South America, where a mysterious businessman, Dominic
Greene (Mathieu Amalric),
is using his company to make
manipulative deals with the
local governments. As a man
that is simply buying up natural resources to make a profit,
Greene hardly has the memorability of a Bond villain like
Goldfinger, but he exudes a reality that the current film interpretations are striving for.
After the enormous success
of "Casino Royale," Daniel Craig
has given the franchise new
life. This time, his performance
is even more effortless and
extraordinary. While "Solace's"
rushed script may have been a
casualty of 2007's writers strike,
Craig and director Marc Forster
make up for it by developing
a character who's fighting the
urge to make his latest mission
personal. With Craig, this is as
close as we have come to a threedimensional portrayal of lames
Bond. We can only wish for a full
realization of his talents in the
next installment as he searches
See BOND I Page 9

Throughout the night,

Capoeira: intriguing mixture of dance, martial art and heritage

performers will involve
guests in comedic,

By AliissiON.ill

murderous events

Pulse Reporter

Grand Rapids
Tomorrow and Sunday
at Grand Rapids, OH,
become immersed in a
Victorian Christmas with
entertainment treats and
shopping.

THEY SAID IT
;"A hippie is someone
who looks like Tarzan,
walks like Jane and
smells like Cheetah."
- Ronald Reagan

From Brazil to St. Petersburg and
now to Bowling Green, a new art
form is slowly gathering followers
on campus
Capoeira (pronounced cop-away-ruh) is an ancient Brazilian
art form combining acrobatics,
martial artsand dance with music
and singing. It was conceived as a
way for African slaves to defend
themselves against Portuguese
slave traders and disguise the
practice of these self-defense
techniques as dance.
Participants form a circle and
play music and sing while two
capoeiristas compete in speed of
response, balance and endurance
in the center. The capoeiristas do
not focus on injuring one another,
thefocusisonskilL
Maria Kirsanova and Alexander
Nemchinov first encountered
capoeira a couple of years ago in
their hometown of St Petersburg,
Russia. After being encouraged by

fv

Nemchinov's martial arts teacher
to try capoeira, the pair fell in
love with the newly introduced
art form.
"It's a more friendly atmosphere," Kirsanova commented.
"It's more universal, you develop everything in one martial
arts form."
The two capoeiristas moved
to Bowling Green last fall for the
University's chemical studies
program and brought the martial arts form with them. They
officially started holding capoeira
classes at the end of October and
now have eight regular members
that attend every session, one of
whom is senior leffrey Peplinski.
Peplinski first learned of
capoeira through a friend in high
school, but gave up on forming a
,^oup in his college years.
"I have always been interested
in martial arts all my life and this
martial art seemed very unique."
Peplinski commented. "I realized
quickly how strong, flexible and
acrobatic all of the capoeiristas

ti

were and I wanted to train so I
could be like that as well."
Kirsanova and Nemchinov
stressed that capoeira is morethan
simply martial arts or dancing.
The art also incorporates playing
traditional African instruments,
singing songs in Portuguese and
works on more than physical
strength and shape.
"Capoeira is a cultural thing,"
Kirsanova said. "It not only develops your shape but also respect
for other people."
"You get energy from all the
people in the room." Nemchinov
said of the capoeira sessions.
"After training, you're tired but
you're happy because you feel
spirit of other people."
Not only does capoeira incorporate different art forms, but it
also develops different aspects of
See CAPOEIRA I Page 9
WTTEHrOMATOtlCOM
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sUe show of capoHnsus at bgrwwuom

BOND. JAMES BOND: Daniel Craig piays James Bond in the 22nd l,lm in ihoseiies He
travels to South America in his second outing as the legendary role.
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TOFURKEY
From Page 8
less about makingymi something
to eat."
For anyone wanting to celebrate Thanksgiving in a vegetarian manner, there are many ideas
for main courses to set in the center of the dining room table.
Vegcooking.com offers many
ideas to maketheheartsof animal
lovers sour. They give all kinds of
recipes for substituting the turkey, side dishes and beverages.
The Web site is great for vegans
,too, who choose to not consume
dairy products, eggs, milk or processed foods of any kind.
The Web site offers recipes
like a Cranberry-Ciinger Martini
made from one part vodka, one
part cranberry juice and one
part lime juice with a dash of
ginger and tonic water. And how
about the hot spiced cranberry
punch or SilkNog (eggnog made
with soy milk) to add variety to
the table?
Even the main star of a
Thanksgiving holiday can have
a meatless spin. Tofurkey, made
with tofu, offers a low fat. easily
prcpped option with no tryptophan to make you need a nap
afterward. Tofurkey can also
be roasted or deep-fried. (Head
to Peta.com to enter to win a
tofurkey for Thanksgiving.)
Angela Drerup, a sophomore
at Owens Community College
in Toledo, has been a vegetarian for five years. Watching
others enjoying turkey on
Thanksgiving tends to make her
less than comfortable.
"It's really hard to see the turkey on the table, because it honestly breaks my heart," she said.
"It bugs me how many turkeys
people buy. Everyone just thinks

MEATLESS MENU ITEMS
from vegcooktng.com:
■ Appetizers:
Vegetarians can take comfort
in the fact that there is no
meat in baked mushrooms
with stuffing, roasted pumpkin
seeds or hot artichoke dip.
Vbu can even place vegan
sausages between puffed
pastry dough and serve them
with Dijon mustard for pseudo
pigs in a blanket. There is wide
variety of vegetable soups for
a first course as well.
■ Side dishes:
Though there is nothing
wrong with some of the side
dishes Thanksgiving is known
for. why not try something
new? Cider Mashed Sweet
Potatoes. Herb Stuffing,

THEATRE
From Page 8
the theatre. He has performed
in various theatre productions
for five years. As Oliver, his eyes
said it all. In his first solo of
the night, while surrounded by
coffins, Araujo put his heart
and soul into the lyrics, as he
looked out above the audience
with hopeful eyes in "Where is
Love?" Likewise, after finding a
group of pickpockets, his consistent smile conveyed genuine
contentment, and made us feel
as though we were right there
with him ("Consider Yourself").
While this play is largely about
Oliver, I believe that it's just
as much about Fagin (Zachary
Mordechai), the head of the
pickpockets.
Mordechai wore a long gray
beard, raggedy gray hair and a

about how they're wit h their family eating, but do they think about
that poor turkey's family and how
he's not there to eat with them?"
Junior vegetarian Aftan
Baldwin has never felt as if he
was not properly celebrating
Thanksgiving by skipping out
on meat.
"Families all have different
traditions, and over time these
traditions change," he said. "Our
view of Thanksgiving today is
completely different from what it
originally was."
Baldwin suggests a place for
vegetarians to unite on campus that started this year. The
Vegetarian Club is currently
working for more vegetarian
choices in the campus' dining
services as well as promoting a
meatless lifestyle.
The club occasionally meets on
Wednesday nights at Squeakers
Cafe & Health Fnod, a vegetarian restaurant in Bowling Green.
'They offer a menu with vegetarian options ranging from avocado bagels, veggie chili, hummus,
vegan chicken salad wraps and
organic fruit smoothies.
"Every time I go, I want to buy
about the whole menu," senior
vegetarian Ryann Sweeten said.
"The menu's almost strictly
vegan, which is pretty great.
They also have a small vegan
bakery section and a pretty good
grocery station which is really
great for picking up a variety of
different items."
So vegetarians can dn more
than just pass the meat to the
other side of the table this holiday. They can host a fun evening
for themselves that their minds,
bodies and I'ETA would approve
of. For more information about
joining the Vegetarian Club, email President Aftan Baldwin at
aftan@bgsu.edu.
Sweet Potato Biscuits.
Cranberry Relish and Chive
Mashed Potatoes made with
nondairy creamer can find
a good place on the table.
Keeping it easy is also an
option by simply mixing green
beans with fresh cranberries
topped with garlic, parsley, tarragon and salt and pepper for
taste. Simplicity may taste like
heaven.
■ Desserts:
Just about any dessert can
be made with any kind of
milk and egg substitute, like
a pumpkin patch cheesecake. The dessert is made
with pureed tofu. nondairy
cream cheese, canned
pumpkin, spices and a
graham cracker crust.

long coat with many pockets.
fudging by both his appearance and performance, I
thought him to be a man in
his forties. He was quite agile
as he jumped and kicked his
feet up high in "Pick a Pocket
or Two," lovingly admired his
stolen jewelry when no one was
around, and made us laugh
with his vocal variety in the
uplifting song "Reviewing the
Situation." The subplot of Fagin
dealt with the theme of being
able to change our identities,
and gave the audience a couple
of questions to ponder about
regarding the characters. The
technical elements helped
make the production unforgettable, as well.
For example, when Sykes
came onto the stage, nearby
fog gave him the impression of
being a dark, physically powerful figure. The biue light which

Fnday. November 21.2008_9

ON THE RECORD
Chloe Beck
Senior
Cleveland, Ohio
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1. Amy Winehouse - "Best Friends"
2. John Legend - "Everybody Knows"
3. Aretha Franklin - "Ain't No Way"
4. Beyonce - "Single Ladies"
5. Rent - "Seasons of Love"

"I like these songs because they
help define my emotions."

ALBUM
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■ LoDeck and Omega One
■ Grade | A

"POSTCARDS FROM
THE THIRD ROCK"

the result is an album that he can truthfully
WHAT KYLE SCHMIDLIN THINKS:

■ Colby O'Donis

With their recent collaboration, "Postcards

■ Grade | B

from the Third Rock" vocalist LoDeck and
mixmaster Omega One have crafted a

call his own.
The album itself does little to be

COLBY 0"

but this doesn't necessarily have to be a

funky album of solid grooves and
gritty overtones
At no point does the album sound
overly dark or overly cynical, but there is
certain bleakness to the production that

bad thing It's still a strong album in what it
WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS:

does right, which is creating radio-friendly

Akon considers R&B artist Colby O'Donis his

hits with catchy melodies and decent
hooks In fact, nearly every song has both

secret weapon
O'Donis. who was born to Puerto Rican

of these qualities, translating into little

keeps the album rooted somewhere in the

parents, certainly seems to be shaping up

filler The lead single of the album "What

seedy underbelly

that way. By the age of 19 he has gained the

You Got. featuies Akon on vocals and

Opening on a high note, the title track

distinction of being one of the up-and-coming

has had some success on the radio airplay

has easily one of the most effective bass

artists signed (o Akon s own KonLrve label

charts over the summer let You Go* fea-

grooves on recent record. The rest of the

With the release of his debut album "Colby 0."

tuies some midtempo Latin flavor thanks

album grooves effectively as well, but it's

O'Donis finally sees the culmination of nearly

to O'Donis guitars skills, and is probably

gradually downhill from track one

three years of work reach the light of day.
At first listen, the album sounds like a

the best track ol the album The be*t bal-

never distract fiom the mood of the album,

standaid R&B album released in 2008. What

where O'Doms reveals he has overlooked

rather, they and the brief interludes of

is remarkable, though, is (he amount of influ-

someone he had a crush on

Spanish guitar make the record more cohe-

ence that O'Donis has actually had in the

sive There probably is some message to

process of making it He has writing credits for

as a child. O'Donis has begun his recording

be deciphered from the lyrics, and LoDeck

14 of the 15 songs that comprise the album

career on the right foot While his debut

sounds convinced of the words he's singing.

Combine that with the number of instrumen-

album could have benefited from more

tal parts he performed for the album (includ-

experimentation, the amount of worl

like "Explain this - the unexplained" from

ing guitar, bass, keyboard, drum, percussion

has put mto it definitely proves that hes

"Wipe Out Zone" give the album a

and synthesizer parts for some songs), and

ready for the long haul

The spoken messages between songs

Common rhetorical thematic phrases

accompanied Sykes increased
this effect. Blue light was used
whenever there was a somber
or serious tone in the story.
Besides the scenes with Sykes,
blue light was present when
Oliver sang "Where is Love,"
whicfienhanced the audience's
empathy for him. Also, the
orphanage was changed into
an alley, the streets of London,
the Sowerberry's home, a doctor's office and a bar just by
adjusting the position of two
staircases and the lighting.
The costumes were quite
beautiful; ranging from the
random combinations of stolen
materials the orphans wore, to
t he long black dresses of Nancy,
Bet and Mrs. Sowerberry. This
production of "Oliver!" was
truly phenomenal, and taught
the audience that even in the
darkest scenarios of life, hope
can still shine through.

BOND
From Page 8

distinguishable in the cunent R&B scene,

lad, however, is probably Under !■'., |.

For someone who started performing

CAPOEIRA
From Page 8
the participant as Kirsanovs
mentioned. Capoeira helps
with weight loss, body shape
and energy levels.
"The energy you start with,
you feel it grow in a couple
months," Nemchinov said.
"Your limits just grow."
The capoeira group does
not compete against any
groups in the sense that there
would be a determined winner. Nemchinov said that this
is partially because there is
not one strict way of teaching
the art form.
"People don't say my way
of teaching is better, instead
popular methods are formed
that act as a reference,"
Nemchinov commented.
"You can develop your own
exercises and details."
Capoeira does have a col-

ored belt system to symbolize skill level. These bells
are awarded based on more
than physical ability, it also
takes into account movement, respect of the culture and playing of musical
instruments.
There should be balance,
otherwise it's overloaded," Kirsanovs said of the
art form.
While the dancing portion
of capoeira does seem to be
heavy on the acrobatics, both
instructors said from person
al experience that previous
athletic or acrobatic training
is not necessary.
So if a new workout program or change of pace is
in order, give capoeira a try.
There will be sessions held
next semester, for times and
more information visit the
group's Web site at sites.
google.com/sitc/jogodccapoeira/.

for the proper combination of his
new character and the return
of the character we love from
the past.
Aside from all their successes,
the lames Bond producers make
one of their biggest mistakes
since the asinine invisible car of
I He Another Day" By hiring the
stunt coordinator and second
unit director from "The Bourn.'
Ultimatum." the action sequenc
es of "Solace" are constructed as
if they were a lason Bourne film
lames Bond films are best when
they're filmed in a manner that
stands above the rest While the
intent should be to reintroduce
the character in a unique manner, the efforts of "Solace" are a
near disaster. Although executed
well, sequences aren't nearly as
breathtaking as previous outings
due to murky and chaotic filming techniques that fit more to
the mold of rival action films.
Even under llie shadow ol
"lioyalr." the short duration ol
"Quantum of Solace" still manages to deliver the most artistic
lames Bond film to date. With
exotii locations shot through
the lens oi Marc Forster's critical
eye, and Daniel Craig's powerful performance as lames Bond.
"Quantum Of Solace" marches
forward in the newfound quest
for adapting Bond to the 21st
Century
■ Letter Grade: B
■ Rated PG-U (oi intense
sequences of violence and
action, and some sexual
content.

■ Runtime: 106 min.

■ Starring: Daniel Craig. Olga
Kurylenfo. Mathieu Amalnc.
Judi Dench. Gemma
Arterton and Jeffrey Wright
■ I hmt ted by Marc Forster

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Dems await details
from automakers
By K«n Thomas and Julia
Hinchfald Davis
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Democratic
leaders in Congress sidetracked
legislation to bail out the auto
industry yesterdayand demanded the Big Three develop a plan
assuring the money would make
them economically viable.
"Until they show us the plan,
we cannot show them the
money," Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif., said at a hastily called
news conference in the Capitol.
She and Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., said
Congress would return to work
in early December to vote on legislation if General Motors Corp.,
Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler I.I.C
produce an acceptable plan.
The decision averted a likely
defeat of legislation providing
$25 billion loans for the industry.
Reid and I'elosi said there was
no plan in circulation that could
pass both houses of Congress
and win President George W.
Bush's approval.
While the decision headed
off the defeat of one bill, it did
not necessarily translate into
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Classified
Ads

1 Belfast's county
2 Lynn or Young
3 George H. W. Bush's former
jobsite
4 Clinton cabinet member
5
-a-terre
6 Dispensable candy
7 Sleuth Spade
8 In addition
9 Bonheur and Parks
10 Japanese maritime video
game
38 Steinbeck's birthplacf
11 Sulawesi
39 Washington airport
12 Button slot
41 Choir member
14 Harsh conditions
43 Aircraft pioneer
15 Backs of singles
45 Japanese spirits
17 This can't be good
47 Look after
22 Reach!
49 La _ gauche
23 Picks out
51 Mongolian tent
26 True partner?
53 Jarrett of Nascar
27 Starbucks pick
54 River of Iran
30 "Flags of __ Fathers"

419-372-6977

passage of a different one.
Asaresult, the fate of hundreds
of thousands of auto workers
and even of an iconic American
industry hang in the balance.
The chief executives of the
Big Three automakers appealed
personally to lawmakers for the
loans this week, and warned that
their industry might collapse
without them. In testimony,
they said their problem was that
credit was unavailable, and not
that they were manufacturing
products that consumers had
turned their backs on.
But whatever support they
found sagged when it became
known that each of them had
flown into Washington aboard
multimillion dollar corporate
jets. Reid observed that was
"difficult to explain" to taxpayers in his hometown of
Searchlight, Nev.
The automakers are on a tight
timeline. Reid and I'elosi said
their plan must be turned over
to key lawmakers by Dec. 2 They
said hearings were possible the
first week of December, and
Congress may return to session
the following week to consider
legislation.

The BO News will no! knowingly accept
adveiliwmenls ihai discriminate, IH encourage discrimination against any individual ui
group on the basis of race wx. color, creed.
religion, national origin. wuul orientation,
disability, siatu* as a veteran, or on the basis
nf any other legally protected status.
The BG News reserves the light to decline.
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as tliose found to he defamatory, lacking in factual basis. inMeadmg or false in
nature. All advertisements are subject to
editing and approval.

Travel
Spring Break Discounts, Free Travel.
Before Nov 1st. 1-800-426-7710.
www.sunsplashlours.com
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37 Unrepeated event
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Campus Polly eyes
Check us out at
campuspollyeyes.com

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days, Cash Back
Rewards, 1 on 1 Private Coaching
Call 419-601-5179
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Dogpatch creator
Coniferous tree
More disturbing of the peace
Hogwash!
Shoulder shrugger?
Moved to a new secret location
Phone button trio
Sub-Saharan region
Calif.-to-Fla. tie.
Parts of parkas
Kemo
Kingston Trio hit
North Carolinian
Out of the bus.
Ornaments
Points of view
Old British bucks
French 101 verb
Most certain
Groups of eight
Bering or Baltic
Jimmy of "Red. Hot and Blue"

Female Gl, once
Auction endings?
Warsaw folk
Mall event
Fragrant oil
Classic Pontiac
Himalayan sightings
Sitcom starring Kevin James
Makes it
Programming language
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Stevens steps down after
six terms as senator

1
-

i
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•

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Make up to S75 per on-line survey,
visit:
www.cashtospend.com
Quarters at the mall now hiring
bartenders lor all shifts Flex, hours
Apply in person at 1234 N Main. BG

GERALD HERBERT

bids reporter s farewell on Capitol Hill.

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.
"That's right, Ted!" barked yet
another long-timer, Sen. Robert
C Byrd, D-VV.Va., who turned 91
yesterday.
Stevens was there when
President Richard M. Nixon
authorized an oil pipeline
across Alaska that secured the
new state's economy. And he
became legendary for bringing
federal dollars, or pork, home
to a territory that had yet to be
fully settled.
VVhere there was "nothing
but tundra and forest," he said,
today is home to ports, roads,
water and sewer systems — and
the Ted Stevens Anchorage
International Airport.
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For Rent

For Rent

"Houses almost lull 2009-2010,
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
146 S College & 321A E Merry
see Cartyrenlals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Houses: 5 BR. 5 person, all the
amenities, great location, great price!
Call 419-353-8611 or 419-352-1584

2 BR unfurn apt. 139 S. College Or
1 year lease, avail 5/15/09-5/10/10.
Seoo/mo. including utilities S gas
Call 419-601-3108

Male Sheltie. 5 mo old - $250
Free to good home. Toy Poodle &
Chihuahua, 7 yrs old. 419-308-1686
Olingo French: Levels 1-4,
unopened, equiv to Rosetta Slone
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230
or e-mail efisher@bgsu.edu

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 & 2 BR apis at 800 3rd St..
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740
3 BR house for rent. $855/mo, W/D,
AC, fenced yard, b/w downtown &
campus, call 419-353-9696.

Pool table in good cond S350.
Dining set in good cond. $250.
Call 419-308-1686

832 Third St. 5 blks Irom campus.
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Short term lease OK.
$840/mo ♦ util. Call 419-392-2812

For Rent

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www bgapartments com

•1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apis low as S299.
see Cartyrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am-9pm

09-10
School Year
Listings Available

i
3
M

1 1 H I 0
d d V 3 1

B II F F E T

11:()() A.M.-3:00 l?M.

School 09-'10
3 BR house avail 8/15/09.
close to campus, off street parking,
washer/dryer, CA. shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house. 6 month lease NOW.
1 room efficiency avail. May 16. '09.
off-street parking
1BR efficiency avail August 15. '09.
off-street parking
Call 419-601-3225

Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail 4 Spring Semester.
semester & year long leases.
Fully furnished, util & cable TV incl
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www shamrockbg com

419.353.2277
163 South Main"Bowling Green

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.

Am
agement
1,2,3 bedrooms

*

cAmmms
321 E. Merry 5 BDRM.
311 E. Reed 3 BDRM.
and more
Houses, Apts.. & Effii

i

#
*****#***

Houses Available close to campus!

( all to make an appointment today1
Mid Am Management
641 Third "4 BG
352-4380

N S P I RE I)

419.353.0325

Tde fforieijbakei Ham Goiiiparuj
SEASONAL / HOLIDAY HELP WANTED
• No Experience Needed • Flexible Scheduling •
• Meals Provided • Stores Closed On Holidays •

FREE RENT
tor the school year

www.meccabg.com
Visil our website lor
prices, photos, & specials'

AKRON
LOUISVILLE

V

and up available!

HELP WANTED

Start ranting November 10, 2008
tor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwotk is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

i
N

GIVING

Room-mate wanted to share 4 BR
townhouse. $260 75/mo + util.
Avail Jan 15, Call 419-262-0400

Six Ways To A Passionate Soul

Management Inc.

I

«

THAIS

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scon Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

i IVYWOOD *
* APTS.
#

EHO

■

i ft

Lunch Fh. - Sat. • Sun

839 Fourth St.

I Bedrooms *
& Studios
.NearBGSU,
.. patio/entrance, extra
#
storage, pets
*
*
welcome, short- *
term leases avail.
419-352-7691

1

^■s
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[ our coupon menu at
3isanell0s.com

$6 50 Minimum

For Sale

AC.-,\

SAYING GOODBYE: Stevens, R-Alaska.

r

203 N. Main

By Lauria Kallman

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers & hostesses at tine
Japanese restaurant Flex hrs only
15 mm. from BG. Apply in person.
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290

i
1
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i ft
H
i

PISRN€LLO'S£ UR SPECIALS!

Call 419-332-2279

WASHINGTON — "Uncle Ted"
Stevens, an old-style Senategiant
and the chamber's longest-serving Republican, delivered his
swan song address and yielded
the floor for the final time yesterday. He was saluted by his
colleagues as a staunch friend
and teacher.
"My mission in life is not
completed." Stevens said in his
farewell speech on the Senate
floor, as perhaps a quarter of the
chamber's 100 members gathered to hear him and the gallery filled with his friends and
family.
Stevens, 85, made only a
passing reference to his felony
convictions and the loss this
week of his bid for a seventh
Senate term.
"1 look only forwrard and 1
still see the day when I can
remove the cloud that currently
surrounds me."
Family members and aides
wept as Stevens recounted his
six Senate terms that began
not even a decade after his
home state, Alaska, achieved
statehood.
"Forty years!" he declared at
one point. "1 have a really difficult time today articulating my
feelings and I hope if 1 puddle
up, as an old friend used to say,
I'll be excused."
He had no trouble recounting the struggles that came
with advocating for such a
wild and faraway place — nor
his victories, his many chairmanships and friendships.
When Stevens finished, the
assembled crowd gave him
a standing ovation, a violation of Senate custom. No one
objected.
The speech was a poignant
coda to the career of one of the
chamber's last remaining lions,
whose public lives have spanned
generations.
Several of them, some retiring,
rose to salute their friend.
"More than anyone else, you
have taught me the meaning of
representing my state," said one,
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RAIGHT YEARS

VOTED BEST Pla

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call alter 8pm. no exp. needed

The Associated Press

1
1

1
0 y

1

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

»'

V R
N V

CANTON

CLEVELAND

LEXINGTON

DAYTON

COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI

For consideration, please fill out an application
at the store closest to you.
For a complete listing & directions to all our store locations,
please visit us at www.honevbakedforvou.com

j

That is no htrm time than maw to fully tmbratt and li*t a life tftassiam.
I inwlu yau M €haw yaurfirn knt •UtmaHvi. Ch fen if
-t>r.S*r**CMdj
Be part of the LIVE WBGU-PBS
taping. Free event, no ticket
required.
November 24, 2008
7p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Bowling Green State University
RSVP for preferred seating:
Email: klmberlytstevecady.com
Call: 419-372-2700
Web: www.stevecady.com
WBGU-PBS Broadcast Premiere:
Monday, December 8.8 p,m.
Sunday. December 14, 1:30 p.m.
w«
UplOrClftMlUTkpfeRUthl
«h unaxMnnf Sow ptopto h*»
p>eae*i»'W"**^^*"*r*
tjNM *■**•*• potential Iwm four thdkngM tn» HnpuMlon. UnlMt* »ouc ftfi toe
~~ t*WH*H) tin" yrl r T "•*•* **'*"*T — " T--» y— -yr—V T* —■
^op•uwf.otnrxlitw»d•»•^rfr^<or^»*CTw^^■*«m■n•f.lO|•«.
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BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo Bulls

L Friday. November 21.2
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BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo Bulls
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Falcon
FANatic
Store
at Boyt Perry Stadium

i
When the team

Bring your ticket stub in to
BGSU on Main or the University
Bookstore on the Monday after
a win and receive 5% off BGSU
Apparel & Accessories for each
touchdown we score.

I

i

wins big, so do you!
UNIVERSITY

irgest Selection of BGS
Sportswear & Gifts
. Champion • Adidas • Russell • Jansport •
. MV Sportt • Under Armour • Zephyr •

bookstore!
y
TOUT

. jn:vpisj*v Your Store
UmverSHV. ¥OUr 3iure.

AT THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
419-372-2851 OR TOLL-FREE 1-866-517-9766

http://b|
•

(Valid up to 30% off, 6 touchdowns)

BGSU-Main
Your Downtown
University Connection
133 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
419-372-5310

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo Bulb

4 Friday November 21 2008

HALFWAY
TO m FIHISHLIN
By Chris Voloschulc
Sports Editor

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Falcons in
desperate need
of a win over

Buffalo

"The team mentality, after Buffalo knocked
off Akron, it really inspired us. Even though we

Right now, ihf l!(i football team is
living the famous, exhausting)]/ ova
played lion lovi song.
"Oh. we're halfway there. Oh, we're
living on a prayer."
Halfway is excaclly where lhe
falcons stand right now with a 3-3
conference record andtwo games to
gomtfie regular season. With just two
more chances to make good on a season that started with promise, laded
and then rescusitated, they're looking
to get to "there," or as it's more commonly known, the Mid-American
Conference Championship game and
the potential howl berth that follows.
According to head coach Gregg
Brandon, the players are really starting to sense the goal in sight.
"We re halfway home, "Brandon said.
The closer yon get, the more the sense
of urgency and the buildup |comes|.
Hie kids can feel it and sense it."
lb get to this point, the falcons had
to win two games in a tow over Kent
and Ohio. They were able to do so, all
while following the same formula.
Against the Golden I lashes, the
offense put up 462 yardsand 45 points
and really carried the team to the
finish line. The defense helped build
the scoring deficit by pitching a shutout in lhi' liisi half. In the win over
the Bobcats, the defense only gave
up 40 rushing yards and didn't allow
a touchdown. Never having to play
from behind, the offense was able to
find the end /one font times.
It's all part of a final four-game
stretch in which the falcons have
to win out or face the disappointment of watching the MAC title game
and bowl season play out from their
couches at home. It's a fate nobody
associated with the program wants to
experience.
linebacker lohn I laneline said t bat
a true sense of urgency has developed over the course of the last several
weeks that has made the team play

struggled at the beginning of the season, we can
still make it to Detroit in December, so that's
a good thing for us to have."
Tyler Sheehan | Quarterback

much better. There's also a level of
relief, considering that they've missed
out on some great opportunities to
avoid the current one-loss-and-done
formal.
"Were currently grateful to be back
in this position, knowing that we let
some golden opportunities slip by
earlier in the sea son and that wcdidn'l
play our DaM football at limes where
we could've locked up our position in
the conference," I laneline said. "To be
Kick in this position is awesome."
The team will need that sense of
urgency to hit its peak tonight when
Buffalo conies to town. The winner of
the game will be in the driver's seat in
terms of winning the MAC East
Currently, BC has a lot more say
i iver where it finishes than it did at Ibis

on the strength of running back
lames Slarks' multi-faceted play. He
racked up 241 total yards and three
touchdowns.
The Bulls also feature one of the
best quarterback-receiver combos in
the conference with Drew Willy (2,348
yards, 18TDs) and Naaman Roosevelt
(954 yards, eight touchdowns!.
Members of the falcon defense know
it will be a tough task to corral the
Buffalo offense, but are ready for the
challenge.
"I enjoy [playing high powered
offenses]," 1 laneline said. "As a
defensive player, I've always lived by
the saying that offense sells tickets
and defense wins championships. I
love that Ipcople] are talking atom
the offenses. I wouldn't have it any
time one month ago
other way."
"We're back in control of our desWith tonight representing BG'sfinal
tiny," Brandon said. "We've still got a home game of the season, and its
lot of work to do. Ibis |game| tonight toughest competition to date invadnight won't he easy, but we're still ing Doyt Perry Stadium, it's going to
placing for a championship and that's be a fight lo keep the MAC title hopes
why kids come to Bowling Green—to alive. But all the scenarios needed to
play for championships."
give BC control over its own destiny
Buffalo will not be an easy game in conference play have worked out
by any means. The Bulls currently favorably. There's a light at the end of
lead ihe liiist with a 4-2 record and the tunnel that is the 2(K)H season.
feature one of Ihe Ix'st offenses in the
"The team mentality, after Buffalo
conference. The Bulls also have just knocked off Akron, it really inspired
as much momentum on their side as us," said quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
BC docs, having won their last four "Even though we struggled at the
games in a row.
beginning of the season, we can slill
In those four wins, they've played make it to Detroit in December, so
in a combined five overtimes and that's a good feeling for us to have."
have scored 30 or more points three
The falcons are halfway to their
times. Last week, they beat Akron at goal. Tonight will go a king way in
the Rubber Bowl in four overtim»s determining if they can finish the job.

BRAHDON HEISS I IHE BG NEWS

THE TASK AHEAD: Running back Chris Bullock and the Falcons will tale on the challenge of beating a talented Buffalo team tonight at Doyt Perry Stadium. The game serves as BG's Senior Night and
the final home game of the year. The MAC East will also be on the line.
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WAL-MART

®

SUPERCENTER

ALWAYS LOW PRICES
[yfHotdogs

SM

IM

Napkins

[^Hamburgers

lyf Blankets

Q^Pepsi

[vf Jacket

[^Mountain Dew

tyf Umbrella

Q' Ketchup

5K Football

Q^Mustard

Q^Tent

Q'Chips

[yf Camera

Q'Paper Plates

Sd Cookies

6 FTiday. Novembet 27.2008

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo Bulls
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LAST
YSAR
TH2 S2AS0H IN R27ISW
TIME OF POSSESSION
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THIS TSAR
THE TEAMS AFT2R T2K GAMES
POINTS PER GAME

POINTS ALLOWED

26.0 22.8
1

TURNOVERS FORCED

TIME OF POSSESSION

8 Friday. November. 1

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo Bulls

GET YDUR
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